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Who we are /about us

Consult Group provides a variety of recruitment, talent management and

Professional Team

outplacement services for companies invested in Asia Pacific.
Consult Group prides itself on the professionalism of our consultants and their ability
We recruit at middle, senior, and executive levels of management and specialize in a

to advise on the selection and appraisal, acquisition and retention of top talent.

range of industry sectors and occupations. We pride ourselves on enabling our clients
to maximize their commercial endeavors by attracting and securing the most capable

Our consultants have a wealth of experience, many are fully bilingual in English and

of individuals. Consult Group has a reputation for being able to deliver on the most

an Asian language, and all will have handled a myriad of senior level assignments

difficult of assignments and frequently succeeds where others have failed. In addition,

within their defined industry practice. Their knowledge, connections, networks and

we deliver talent management services that allow our clients to maximize the potential

abilities are second to none.

of their human capital.
Whether you are searching for a single individual, a team, or you need to staff new

Expert Knowledge “Asia wide”

project or office opening, we have a tailored recruitment solution for you – from
delivering on an individual executive search assignment through to a providing a

Our consultants can assist you in attracting the talent needed to lead your

comprehensive Recruitment Process Outsourcing service.

organization into the future. We understand the unique requirements of managing
human capital in Asia, both on a national and regional level, and are the proven

In times of recession or economic downturn, we can provide your redundant staff with

experts in this field.

outplacement or career transition services helping them get back into the workforce.

Our depth of coverage across the region, our expertise in our core practice areas and

Our business has been built on solid foundations of values and a passion to be a vital

our first hand experience enable us to quickly find, recruit, retain and manage the right

component of the success of our client’s businesses.

people for your organization.

“Consult Group has a reputation for being able to deliver on the most difficult

“Whether you are looking for a single individual, a team or to staff new

of assignments and frequently succeed where others have failed.”

project or office opening, we have a tailored recruitment solution for you…..”
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What we do/our services
Our client's needs are always unique and we are the first to recognize that talent management and recruitment can take many shapes and forms.
With this in mind, we have designed a range of recruitment and human capital management products that will cater for a wide variety of situations.
Each of our products is specifically tailored to a client's needs following a detailed analysis and understanding of their requirements.

A brief summary of some of our services is provided below. Our consultants are always available to discuss these options in more detail.

Executive Search & Selection

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO)

Each executive search and selection assignment conducted by Consult Group is

Consult Group’s RPO product provides our clients with their own leading recruitment

different. What remain constant are the high standards we apply throughout the

capability by combining highly skilled recruitment consultants, the latest technology,

course of the assignment, the thorough use of all sourcing methodologies and our

sophisticated processes and expertise, and in-depth market knowledge to rapidly

comprehensive appraisal and selection techniques. We employ a systematic approach,

source market-leading talent. The service provides a competitive advantage in

involving an in-depth investigation of a targeted group of well-qualified individuals,

attracting, selecting and retaining the best people. Our services are tailored to your

thus ensuring us to present the best available candidates from any given marketplace.

specific industry and can support both permanent and contract recruitment activities.

We recognise the urgency of your needs and we therefore aim to meet those needs

There are significant time and cost savings and you will also benefit from a markedly

quickly and effectively. Throughout all phases of the search process we use the utmost

improved fit and a lower turnover of personnel.

discretion in order to ensure the confidentiality sought by both clients and candidates.

Mid-Level Recruitment

On-site / Project Recruitment

Our mid-level recruitment solution draws upon multiple sourcing channels and

We offer a tailored on-site solution during times of high volumes of recruitment or for

extensive databases of pre-screened candidates. This immediate access to candidates

projects. Our consultants are frequently traveling to client locations, whether these are

enables our clients to overcome acute shortages of staff in critical disciplines. Thus, our

corporate headquarters in Singapore, factories in Southern China, industrial zones in

candidate knowledge and our ability to rapidly target and network additional

Malaysia, or remote mine sites in Kalimantan, Indonesia, to name but a few. Our

candidates, allows us to present mid-level talent for key industries and functional areas

consultants are skilled in quickly mapping, appraising, attracting and securing local,

and provide a swift and successful outcome to any assignment.

regional and international talent, and have a proven track record in a variety of sectors.
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“We have designed a range of talent management and recruitment solution

“Each of our products is specifically tailored to a client’s needs following a

products to cater for a wide variety of situations.”

detailed analysis and understanding of their requirements.”

Market Mapping / Talent Pool Research

Talent Management

As an alternative to our thorough and complex search and selection service, we have

One of the most business-critical issues for your organization today is the

developed a performance-driven, low-overhead approach to developing lists of

engagement and retention of a highly skilled and motivated workforce – in other

candidates who will be guaranteed to have been pre-screened by our staff in order to

words, the management of your “talent”. Effective Talent Management reduces the

meet the minimum skill set qualifications, particularly in cases where the candidates

risk to your business and ensures that your organization has defined what is required

may have shown an interest in having an initial phone interview regarding the position.

to fill vacancies. It also minimizes the threat presented by transition and helps

Once a research project is engaged, we adhere to a strict research process and

your people to be ready for change and career progression. Consult Group delivers

time-line in order to produce candidates of the highest calibre in the shortest

a range of talent management services that include: Executive Assessment,

amount of time. The service encompasses: Name Generation; Company Mapping;

Job Analysis and Competency Profiling, Employment Branding and the production of

Candidate Profiling

“Employment Packs”.

Assessment & Appraisal

Outplacement /Career Transition

Assessing key workplace competencies such as innovation, drive, commercial acumen

Consult Group refers to outplacement services as “Career Transition Services”.

and team-working skills can prove invaluable. Consult Group has developed candidate

Whilst respecting the aspirations of the Employer, our Career Transition Services focus

assessment capabilities that give our clients the best possible indication of an

on the individuality of the employee and are bespoke in nature. Our comprehensive

individual's actual or potential ability. These includes designing, administering

counseling, tuition and motivation programmes, combined with an on-line career

assessment centres, observing candidates on a group basis as well as by means

management service unique to each individual, are designed to provide a displaced

of individual exercises. Our service is designed to be applicable both during the

employee with the best possible chance of finding new employment in the shortest

recruitment process and as part of internal development practices.

possible time-frame.
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Our practice areas
Consult Group operates within specific practice areas, thus concentrating our expertise
and allowing our consultants to leverage off industry experience and knowledge of the
talent pool dynamics within their chosen sector.
Our practice areas include:
Banking & Financial Services
Natural Resources & Engineering
Manufacturing & Industry
IT & Telecommunications
FMCG
Executive, Leadership & General Management
Our Consultants have worked on numerous assignments for a broad range
of clients (both large and small) within their practice area.

“Concentrating our expertise within specific practice areas allows our
consultants to leverage off industry experience and knowledge.”
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How we do it / our methods
Consult Group has developed a disciplined best-practice approach to each of our

We employ a wide range of candidate assessment tools and are constantly seeking to

talent management and recruitment solutions. These methodologies are adopted by

improve these in order to ensure that we can comprehensively profile candidates and

every member of our firm, and are flexible so as to accommodate local business

make accurate assessments of their abilities and personalities.

practices and cultures as well as the unique characteristics of each recruitment
assignment. Our processes are consultative and will be discussed in depth with our

Our detailed knowledge of the market and our status as an intermediary can be

clients. They will be refined and amended in order to ensure compliance with local

invaluable to our clients in the sensitive aspects of the assignment, as the interests

legislation, predetermined processes and procedures, compensation levels and

of both our clients and candidates are taken into account. This benefits both parties

your priorities.

and leads to a successful outcome. Where required, we can assist in contract and
compensation negotiations, and address any issues relating to career progression.
Our work is not truly over until a candidate is successfully on-board with our client.
Our “after placement” care activities ensure that placed candidates have a clear

“Consult Group has developed a disciplined best-practice approach to each

understanding of what is required of them in their new role.

of our talent management and recruitment solutions.”

“We employ a wide range of candidate assessment tools and are constantly seeking
to improve these in order to ensure that we can comprehensively profile candidates.”
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Our locations
Consult Group has offices in each of the major cities in the Asia Pacific region.
Each of our offices has an in depth knowledge of local recruitment practises as well as a
detailed insight into the talent supply available to key industries and functional areas both
locally and throughout the region.
Please visit http://www.consultgroup.net/the_company/our_locations.aspx
for detailed contact information.
Additional information about Consult Group can be found at:
www.consultgroup.net

“offices in each of the major cities in the Asia Pacific region.”
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